You want a label placed on your product
in the exact position your specifications call
for and you want it to look good.
Vande Berg Scales builds a state-of-the-art
label application system with complete
functionality, reliability, and performance
that puts you in control. It’s flexible enough
to allow you to put your plant’s label
exactly where you want them every time:
even when you change products and
labels throughout the day.

Applying labels to top of product

“You want a label placed
on your product in the
exact position your specifications call for and you
want it to look good.”
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Adjustable brush used to adhere labels to top of product
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We build a label applicator unit that is
completely adjustable so you can change
labels quickly and easily regardless of type of
product or how often you change production
runs throughout each shift. Optional low label
warning lights can be installed prompting
operator when it is time to change labels.

Photo eyes are triggered when product passes, telling the labeler when
to apply the label

The bottom label applicator uses two Vande Berg Scales’
conveyors manufactured with a gap in between for the bottom
labels to be applied. The gap allows room for the bottom label
applicator to protrude between the two conveyors.

Bottom Label Applicator

The top label applicator is mounted over
a standard Vande Berg Scales’ conveyor.
A brush is adjusted to help adhere the
top label to the packaged product. If
needed, an optional in-feed conveyor with
adjustable product guides is added for
proper alignment to the label applicators.

Applying labels to top and bottom of product

Optional low-label warning light

For applications needing a label on both the top
and bottom of the package, Vande Berg Scales will
build a combination top/bottom label applicator
combining the design of both our top and our
bottom labelers, giving you the same quick and
reliable performance you want.

Applications:

case-ready trays
shrink-wrapped
cryovac
boxed products
whole or packaged fruits
whole or packaged vegetables

Combination top & bottom labeler using one top label applicator and
two bottom label applicators

The label applicator or applicators are triggered by photoeyes that determine the leading edge of the package
for proper label application. The timing for when the
photo-eye is triggered to when the applicator advances is
adjusted from the label applicator control screen.

Brackets ensure proper placement of photo eyes

The Vande Berg Scales bottom and top label applicators
are designed to be used on product packaging needing
bottom or top label applications, such as: case-ready trays,
shrink-wrapped, cryovac, or boxed products. Let us know
your application and we will design a label application
system to fit your needs!

Labels protrude
between two
conveyors for
bottom label
application

Features:
Pre-printed labels or on-demand label
printing
Digital display
Easy to find off the shelf components
Current statistics reporting
Error reporting with recommended solution
Adjustable conveyor speeds
Applicators mounted on slide out brackets
Multiple label applicator choices:
Wipe-On
Tamp Applicator
Tamp-Blow
Blow-On

Benefits:

• Time saving, user-friendly digital display
with error reporting and suggested solutions
• You choose the applicator that gives you
very little production line adjustment
• Non-proprietary parts save you time and
money on maintenance and repairs

Top label applicator on T-base stand

Equipment
• Vande Berg Scales Stainless Steel conveyor
with Intralox grip belting and adjustable legs
• VBS SS out-feed conveyor
• Optional VBS SS in-feed conveyor with
product guides
• Choice of bottom labeler applicators
• Choice of top labeler applicators with T-base
stand
• Optional printer spare parts kit
(recommended)
• Low label warning lights (1 for each labeler)
• Photo-eye (1 for each label applicator) (times
product for proper label placement)

Low label warning lights save time and labor, making label changing fast and efficient
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